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INTRODUCTION
An insight to the contents of this report

We glad to represent to all member of Robonob Cell team in this
report. The report has been specially made for NGI. We are sure you
all will find it very sure you all will find it very encouraging. In this report
we have tried to answer many of the inquires made by our mentors of
Robonob Cell team. There is also a very detailed explanation of the
new team structure along which followed as a consequence of our
experience of E-fest 2017.

The following topics are covered in this report.

(1) The competition e-fest
(2) Our achievements in e-fest 2017
(3) Some experienced gain by team
(4) The system by which the knowledge and experience

will be passed on to the fresher.

We hope that NGI will be pleased to read this report. If there is any
further inquiry or suggestion from your side, please do not hesitate we
are looking forward to a positive response.

-ROBONOB CELL



EVENTS
Participation in the event E-fest 2017

“Student Design Challenge”

Participation in the event was subject to some rules. There were some
dimension and weight restriction along with other safety regulation
that had to be followed in order to be cleared to compete in the
events.

Thus before the main event has started, the robot has to undergo
certain inspection rounds to make sure that the robot is eligible to
compete.

First of all the robot were checked dimensionally such that it is fit in a
50*50*50 cm (internal dimension) box. After being cleared by safety
instructor the robots were cleared to complete.

Robonob cell team has perform 5 tasks like as SPRINT, CLIMB, THROW,
LIFT and HIT in the event but failed to qualify in 1 task.



ACHIEVMENTS
What were our achievements in E- fest 2017?

Description of the event:

There are total team have participated in the SDC event, including
IIT’s, NIT’s and many more. The event was very tough and the budget
of the other robots were much higher as compare to our robots. In the
first task we did not score any points due to a minor technical fault.

Then further we moved on and scored a maximum point in the four
tasks. Nevertheless, we manage to build one of the most creative
robot in the competition, Knowing what the obstacle the team had
to face towards the end, the member were satisfied by the way we
performed and aim toward having a much more successful run In e-
fest.

EXPERIENCE
What did learn from E- fest 2017?

ROBONOB cell team debut in e-fest was just an opening for the next
generation students of the collage to step onto a new platform of
robotics, but it was also an immense learning experience for our team
which is divided into 2 categories. The first being technical and the
other being management and ethics.



By for the most important realization for the team is learning what to
learn and knowing where to improve, working with the juniors
improving the relevant technical skills and discussing the possible
technology that can be implemented further.

GALLERY

[fig. of preparation time]



[fig. of preparation and testing time]



[fig. of robonob crew arriving with robot]

[fig. of robonob crew footprint in E-Fest]



[fig. of Interaction with Siemens designers]

[fig. of Setup day Preparation]



[fig. of final match preparation of robot]

[fig. of SDC nob robot]



[fig. of condition of members after full day and nights practice]

[fig. of Robonob Crew’17 with Trophy]



[fig. of Next generation of Robonob Crew]

CONTACTS
Website : http://ngivbt.edu.in/robotics-club/

Facebook Page : www.facebook.com/roboticsclubngi/
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